The Door County Sheriff’s Department has partnered with the Door County
Community Foundation, Inc. to launch the Door County Sheriff’s Office Crime
Prevention Foundation.

Crime Prevention
Foundation
Board of Advisors

The Crime Prevention Foundation, a component fund of the Door County Community
Foundation, will promote innovative programs
and equipment that will enhance the Sheriff’s
Department in establishing strategies to prevent
crime and strengthen relationships with the
community. The Sheriff’s Department will submit
project ideas to an independent Board of
Advisors who will oversee the Crime Prevention
Foundation. We envision projects like:

Sergeant Jon Koch of the Door
County Sheriff’s Department trains
with his dog. The Department’s
previous K-9 program ended almost
30 years ago.

•K-9 program
•DARE
•Shop and Chop with a Cop
•Equipment to enhance officer safety
•Specialized training for law enforcement
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Establishing a K-9 program is the first priority of the Crime Prevention
Foundation. The Door County Sheriff’s Department hopes to purchase a
dog for a dual-purpose team. They
are trained in patrol tactics which include tracking and area searches for
missing people or suspects and in protecting their handler. As a second
purpose, these teams also specialize in the detection of drugs. Time is
critical when a person is missing. Currently, the Sheriff’s Department
must contact an agency from outside the county when in need of
assistance and wait for their arrival. Illicit drug sales and use continue to
be a problem on a local and national level. These crimes also fuel many
of the thefts and burglaries that affect all of us.
The goal of the Crime Prevention Foundation is to start a fund to pursue
items that would not otherwise be included in the budget, with the
initial investment being the K-9 program. With the rise in drug activity in
the county, as witnessed by the recent drug arrests, the value of a K-9
unit in the county has never been more evident. Future potential uses
could be for the DARE program and the creation of a Crime Stopper
program.

Young community members cozy up
to Racky, part of the Brown County
Sheriff’s Department K-9 team.
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The start-up costs for a K-9 program run about $25,000. This includes the cost of training for the dog and
deputy at a certified kennel, outfitting a squad, travel expenses and certification.
Budget for Anticipated Dual Purpose K-9 Unit
- Police Service Dog

$12,900.00

Includes 6-week handler course
2-year health & performance guarantee

- Sheriff’s Deputy to Handle Dog

$

0.00

Cost covered by the Sheriff’s Dept.

Lodging in Albuquerque, NM

$ 4,639.95

During 6-week handler course

- Gas

$ 516.28

Round trip to New Mexico
From hotel to kennel (45 days)

- Meal Allowance (per day maximum)

$ 1,575.00

A State Patrol K-9 with 2 lbs. of
marijuana that was seized during a
recent search warrant.

45 days at $35.00

- Anticipated Lodging

$

200.00

$

0.00

To and from New Mexico

- 2017 Ford Explorer
Cost covered by the Sheriff’s Dept.

- Sentina Ultimate K-9 II

$ 2,875.00

K-9 Insert for vehicle

- K-9 Insert Installation

$ 1,300.00

Total Start-Up Cost:

$24,060.23

Give now using a credit card: by visiting www.SafeDoorCounty.org.

Kewaunee Police Department’s K-9
Charlie and his handler Officer Gale
recently assisted the Door County
Sheriff’s Department.

Give stocks, real estate, or other assets: the Community Foundation is
pleased to accept direct gifts of highly appreciated assets - generally
saving you from capital gains taxes and offering you a charitable
deduction as well. Contact the Community Foundation if you're interested in making a gift of these types of
assets to the Crime Prevention Foundation.

Give via a personal or business check: make your contribution payable to the "Crime Prevention Foundation"
and mail to:
Door County Sheriff's Office Crime Prevention Foundation
c/o Door County Community Foundation, Inc.
P.O. Box 802
Sturgeon Bay, WI 54235
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